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What is Competitive Intelligence?

• Strategic and Competitive Intelligence 
Professionals (SCIP) definition: an ongoing 
process of developing a holistic analysis of 
your organizational environment.

• Fuld + Company (CI firm) defines CI as “the 
ethical collection and analysis of information 
to anticipate competitive activity, see past 
market disruptions and dispassionately 
interpret events.”

• The transformation of information into 
intelligence



Competitive Intelligence is NOT…

• …espionage
o It’s the ethical, strategic collection and analysis of information

• …simply internet searches
o It’s a structured process for identifying gaps and generating insights

• …one size fits all
o It can be formal or informal, in a variety of formats

• …a fad
o It’s been around as long as people have been trading goods or 

competing for resources



How can CI help an organization? 

• Develop a competitive strategy

• Benchmark other organizations

• Anticipate and plan for future opportunities and disruptions

• Assess the effectiveness of competitors’ positioning

• Prepare for a new strategic move



The Competitive Intelligence Process at ASU



CI Process Step 1: Gather Information

• Define the need, question(s), and 
expected outcome

• Know the audience and their motivation

• Identify and access primary and ancillary 
(traditional and non-traditional) 
resources



• Achieve a background level
of understanding

• Define and outline a
target document

• Be objective, open, and
flexible as the information 
landscape evolves

• Prioritize and thoroughly pursue 
leads, but close the gap on all 
potential points of interest

CI Process Step 2: Analyze



CI Step 3: Transform

• Synthesize information to construct a 
new level of comprehension on the 
topic

• Clearly articulate findings with the 
end audience in mind

• Illustrate real and potential networks 
and connections (spatial, temporal, 
and others)

• Communicate baseline findings, but 
also provide informed speculation



CI Step 4: Disseminate

• Identify the best platform for end
user experience (e.g. Word, Excel,
PowerPoint)

• Create confidential documents only
when absolutely necessary

• Ensure that information is delivered
to key decision makers and other
relevant stakeholders

• Create a library of
past information



How can CI improve funding?

Greater understanding of sponsors,
programs, competitors (other universities), 
and internal assets (faculty, research 
programs, infrastructure) allow you
to shape your strategy

Two examples to follow:

First is a project to inform
the go/no-go decision

Second is a project to
help shape the proposal 



Example 1: NSF I-Corps Nodes - background

• Nodes - top level of entrepreneurial 
educational program, known as I-Corps 
(Innovation Corps)

• Nodes serve as regional support for 
innovation education, infrastructure, and 
research

• 2011: Stanford; 2012: Georgia Tech and 
University of Michigan; 2013, Stanford 
joined the Bay Area node; two other multi-
university nodes were launched: Mid-
Atlantic and East Coast regions



Example 1: NSF I-Corps Node - Analysis

• In 2013, produced a document on nodes, 
analyzing:

o geographical locations 

o strengths  

o NSF trends 

o reasons for success

o factors for ASU to exploit

• “It seems likely that new nodes will be 
awarded to areas without existing near-by 
nodes. A southwest node seems highly 
probable. A likely competitor would be a 
partnership from Texas, which has an 
excellent reputation in entrepreneurial 
education…ASU will have to prove why 
Arizona is the better option.”



Example 1: NSF I-Corps Node - Conclusion

• ASU submitted for a Site award instead; 
awarded in 2016

• In 2014, NSF awarded two nodes: a California 
one and a Texas one.

• The Texas node, known as the Southwestern 
Alliance for Entrepreneurial Innovation Node, is 
based at the University of Texas at Austin and 
includes Rice University and Texas A&M 
University.



Example 2: NASA Astrobiology Institute - background

• The NASA Astrobiology Institute (NAI) -
established in 1998
to support interdisciplinary
research in astrobiology.

• Recurring program, six cycles by 2013;
multiple teams (4-12 teams) selected /cycle

• ASU won awards in cycles 1 and 5, was
looking at cycle 7

• The question was, who would be
our competitors? And how could
we distinguish ourselves?



Example 2: NASA Astrobiology Institute - Analysis

• Provided brief overview of all 6 award cycles

• Broke down possible applicants based on past 
awardees; felt Cycle 5 teams would be strong 
contenders

• Compiled a list of ‘dark horse’ candidates, 
based on partners of awardees, prominent 
astrobiology researchers, and organizations 
with up and coming programs



Example 2: NASA Astrobiology Institute - Conclusion

• NASA selected 7 teams for Cycle 7

• Three teams were from Cycle 5

• Two teams  were from Cycle 3

• Two new teams –one was on my dark horse 
list (University of California, Riverside)

• ASU submitted but was not selected
this cycle



Resources for building your Competitive Intelligence capacity

• Strategic and Competitive Intelligence Professionals 
(www.scip.org)

• Fuld + Company (www.fuld.com)

• NSF HERD (Higher Education Research and Development) 
(www.nsf.gov/statistics/herd/)

• NIH Reports site (https://report.nih.gov/reports.aspx)

• NSF award search (http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/)

http://www.scip.org/
http://www.fuld.com/
http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/herd/
https://report.nih.gov/reports.aspx
http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/

